Everyone deserves a violence-free life.

In a single day, over 10,871 requests for help from survivors of domestic violence go unmet nationwide. Of those unmet requests, 56% are for safe housing. These requests for safe shelter go unmet largely due to a lack of appropriate shelter and limited funding for hotel rooms. [source: 2014 National Domestic Violence Counts Report]

SafeNight: Unlocking resources to fund safe shelter.

SafeNight is a mobile service that alerts donors to opportunities to securely fund hotel rooms when shelters are full or unavailable. Agencies with a process for placing clients in hotels can use SafeNight to fund safe alternative shelter, ensuring better access to safe shelter for survivors and expanding the opportunities for donors to make a difference.

Here’s how SafeNight works:

1. The donor downloads SafeNight onto their mobile device and creates a profile.

2. The individual in need contacts a domestic violence agency or hotline.

3. The case manager determines that a hotel is an appropriate placement and enters a request for hotel room funding.

4. The donor receives an alert, an opportunity to pay for a hotel room via a tax-deductible donation to the requesting agency.

Join the community

Caravan Studios is supporting an active group of domestic violence agencies using SafeNight to fund safe, on-demand alternative shelter.

Visit www.SafeNightapp.org to sign up and learn more about how your agency can benefit from this free service. Invite donors to download SafeNight and support your agency in a time of need.

Brought to you by Caravan Studios. We build apps that help communities organize, access, and apply local resources to their most pressing problems. We are a division of TechSoup Global, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization based in San Francisco, CA. Contact us at SafeNight@caravanstudios.org.